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Pixel fury multiplayer in 3d apk

Pixel Fury: Multiplayer in 3D - multiplayer shooter on Android, which takes place in the first person. In this game you will be transported into the pixel world, where you will move through many places and fight with players from all over the world. Join thousands of players around the world and check out all the game modes FPS, Deathmatch, Team Deathmatch and capture the flag. Earn points, unlock new
weapons and customize your character to your liking. Download fromeGoogle Play Ask for an updateRating: (1 votes, 4.00/5) Try Pixel Fury: Battle Royale in 3D where you can fight against players from around the world! In this FPS pocket edition, you can use multiple block guns (from axes to sniper) and play with friends on awesome cards! Join thousands of players around the world! Choose your
weapon and start your duty causing havoc and destruction in this thorny battle environment of Pixel Fury! IN THIS FREE MULTIPLAYER IN THE WORLD ENTIER, YOU CAN: Battle against friends with a wide variety of firearms, including bazookas, mini cannon, axes, shotguns, shotguns, sniper, UZI, AK, RPG and many more! Soldier! You must unleash all your fury and develop a bulletproof plan to
survive in these wars of mass destruction. Which weapon are you going to choose to survive? Different block guns have different abilities, would it be better to kill the enemy with a close-up combat knife or make a gun for it? Sniper him remotely or call him off to his survival using a bazooka? In this modern shooter, sniper is ideal for city maps and it's a wonderful gun in the team deathmatches. As the team
of cops stumbles upon hordes of thieves with block knives, flaming Kalashnikovs and roaming RPGs, you can eliminate enemies in stealth mode. Another nasty job is to wait for the thieves to gather in the city center and blow them up with a missile weapon. Or you can use a close combat weapon in the city's fast battles to take thieves out of a short range. However, if you want to enjoy great multiplayer
action in the good old style of shooting games, choose a pixel gun or AK 47 and have fun shooting! You have to constantly improve in this shooter, the more you survive the stronger you get. After each assignment, you will increase your experience, allowing you to make new weapons n skins. Buy modern weapons and fps enhancers like armor, ammunition and firepower to your guns. You can improve the
capacity, accuracy and fire rate of ammunition. There are many different skins in this pixel shooter, play as general, zombie, boy or cop! Call your war skin wisely, some skins work well for night cards, mixing with the n increase your chances of survival, some just look very cool! You can blow up enemies in different worlds! There are fps maps that take place in a desert or city. You can shoot thieves at night
in the container fields of the port or on a snowy day in an open arena or even in space! Be wise to choose the best shooting game mode for you! During the deathmatch wars you can shoot all opponents. Take out your best firearm n call destruction. It's the survival of the strongest. However, when you try to call to deathmatch team, do your best to help your military commando! Complete your duty using a
missile weapon or jumping into shooting action with a shotgun! When you have chosen to capture the flag mode, you need to develop an intelligent plan. Find the right balance between defending your commando outpost while trying to capture the base of the thieves. A war tactic is to divide the block army. A great commando block duty is to go behind enemy lines, shoot everyone in the city, while the other
commando will keep your flag in full honor! The battle is yours! Experience a 3D war like never before! Cause immense havoc! A wide variety of firearms offer you the best and impressive shooting experience for hours in this world of action. Join pixel fury 3D multiplayer shooter on Google Play! And get your flaming weapon in the massive FPS battle! Good luck, soldier!Visit //twitter.com/pixelfury3d Pixel
Fury: 3D multiplayer - Android, Android, '' Зарабатывайте деньги и открывайте новые виды оружия, снаряжения, покупайте патроны. Игра порадует вас большим разнообразием локаций, постоянным онлайном игроков и их достойным сопротивлением. Cooperative shooter, made using high-quality modern pixel graphics. The player's main objective is to completely destroy opponents with the
help of the proposed weapons project. You have to try a lot of original weapons models, each of which has pros and cons. The real opponents participating in the match will not give a minute of free time. Try to avoid direct clashes with enemy units. Act quietly and cautiously, without attracting too much attention during battle. Each specific segment of the video game map will be automatically replaced,
making it much more difficult. Learning a new location is not easy, so be careful. In Pixel Fury: 3D multiplayer there is an opportunity to compare personal achievements with the successes of other users of the world. Destroying its your name will go up in line, approaching the strongest fighters. Features: High-quality gameplay and graphics in general; A variety of military arsenals and military equipment;
Beautiful views around the action area. The benefits of development should be attributed with confidence to the fairly classical music of the nineties, evoking pleasant memories. Screenshots Try Pixel Fury: 3D 3D multiplayer shooter you can fight against players from all over the world! In this FPS pocket edition, you can use block weapons to multiply (from sniper axes) and play with friends! Join thousands
of players from around the world! Battle against friends with weapons including bazookas, mini-guns, axes, rifles, battle rifles, sniper, UZI, AK, RPG and many more! Unlock new pixel and character weapons! Choose awesome modes of DEATHMATCH, FPS Team Deathmatch game and capture the flag - Personalize your character with a VAST SELECTION OF DIFFERENT SKINS! Pixel Fury: Multiplayer
in 3D - multiplayer shooter with kubo-pixel graphics in which players will be able to organize a bitter mess during battles against competitors for first place in the world rankings. Different modes, many recognizable places on the maps, a nice arsenal of weapons and much more fun and can quickly dispel melancholy and boredom. Supported Android (4.1 and up) Ice Cream Sandwich (4.0 - 4.0.4),Jelly Bean
(4.1 - 4.3.1),KitKat (4.4 - 4.4.4),Lollipop (5.0 - 5.1.1),Marshmallow (5.0 - 5.1.1), Marshmallow (5.0 - 5.1.1), Marshmallow (5.1.1), Marshmallow (5.1.1) 5.1.1), Marshmallow (5.0 - 5.1.1), Marshmallow (5.0 - 5.1.1), Marshmallow (5.0 - 6.0 - 6.0.1),Nougat (7.0 - 7.1.1),Oreo (8.0-8.1), Pie (9.0) Description:Pixel Fury Multiplayer - multiplayer shooter with Kubo Pixel graphics, in which players can place a bitter
clutter at the top of the world rankings in battles against the competitors. Different modes, many recognizable places on the maps, arsenal weapons nice and much more fun and can be very quickly melancholy and bored. Features: Collect points to unlock new pixel weapons and characters! Choose from several fantastic FPS game modes: DEATHMATCH, TEAM DEATHMATCH and CAPTURE THE
FLAG! Personalize your character with VAST SELECTION OF OTHER SKINS! Play fantastic 3D multiplayer maps, all of which are unlocked! Cause havoc: throw grenades, shoot at the enemy, shoot with Bazooka! Original versionpixel-fury-multiplayer-in-3d-v7.4.apkModPixel-Fury-multiplayer-in-3D-v3.3-Mod.apk
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